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IBM® Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Client provides IBM Lotus® enterprise customers with an automatic, transparent encryption solution for securing internal and external confidential email communications. Lotus Notes offers a native encryption solution for secure messaging within an organization. While Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Client can be used for internal-to-internal secure messaging, it is intended to secure the internal component of a message which is being delivered to an external recipient. With Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Client, you can minimize the risk of a data breach and better comply with partner and regulatory mandates for information security and privacy.

Note: References to “PGP key” in this document refer to both OpenPGP keys as well as X.509 certificates.
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Understanding Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server Policy

Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption automatically encrypts email messages you send, based on policy defined by your Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server. By default, Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption encrypts messages tagged for encryption within your email client, typically via the Encrypt check box in the standard Lotus Notes message template, or a custom button added to Microsoft Outlook. Additionally, some messages may be encrypted automatically based on a subject/body tag, external domains, or other properties. For more information about what policy applies to you, contact your Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server Administrator.
Getting Assistance

For additional information about Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption and how to obtain support, see *Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption* (http://www.ibm.com/software/lotus/products/protector/mailencryption/).
This section describes how to install Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption onto your computer and how to get started after installation.
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System Requirements

Before you begin the installation, verify that your system meets these minimum requirements:


Note: The above operating systems are supported only when all of the latest hot fixes and security patches from Microsoft have been applied.

Compatible Email Clients

Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Client is compatible with the following email clients:

- Lotus Notes 7.0.3 (7.0.4), 8.0.2, 8.5 (8.5.1)
- Microsoft Outlook® XP SP3, Microsoft Outlook 2003 SP3, Microsoft Outlook 2007 SP2
Starting the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Installer

**Note:** You must have administrative rights on your system in order to install Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption.

Before you begin, be sure that you have exited your email application (Lotus Notes or Microsoft Outlook).

- To install Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption on your Windows system
  1. Locate the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption installation program. The installer program is an .MSI file, which your Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server Administrator may have distributed to you using deployment tools.

     In addition to the .msi installation file, you also need to specify the location of the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server. This is called the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server Stamp. The server stamp can be embedded into the .msi package itself, be specified in a configuration file, or specified in your notes.ini file.

     - Your administrator may decide to distribute the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server stamp information via the notes.ini file. If that is the case, the installer will automatically locate the Server Stamp information during installation.

     - If your administrator provided a PMEConf.dat file, ensure that this file is located in the same directory as the .msi installer.

  2. Double-click the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption installer.
  3. Follow the on-screen instructions.
  4. If prompted to do so, restart your system.

Enrolling with the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server

When you enroll with the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server, you are prompted to enter your authentication credentials. When prompted, enter your primary user name and password from your company’s directory service. Typically this will be your Lotus Domino user name (Internet address) and Internet password in a Lotus Notes environment, or your Active Directory or Windows credentials in a Microsoft Exchange environment.
Uninstall Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption

Uninstall Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption using the Windows Add or Remove Programs feature.

**Note:** You must have administrative rights on your system in order to uninstall Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption.

Before you begin, be sure that you have exited your email application (Lotus Notes or Microsoft Outlook).

› **To uninstall Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption**
  1. Click the Start menu and select Settings > Control Panel.
  2. Double-click Add or Remove Programs.
  3. Locate and double-click the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Client item.
  4. Click Yes to continue with the uninstall process. The Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption software is removed from your system.
  5. If prompted, restart your computer to complete the uninstall process.
If your Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server Administrator has specified, outgoing email messages that you send (using either Lotus Notes or Microsoft Office) can include a comment. Generally this type of comment indicates that the message has been secured by Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption, but can be customized by your Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server Administrator.

This section describes how to send email using either Lotus Notes or Microsoft Outlook.
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Using Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption in Lotus Notes

Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Client is designed to work with the encryption built into Lotus Notes. By default, Notes native encryption will be preferred, so that if a message can be encrypted by Notes, it will be. However, if Notes cannot encrypt a message which needs to be secured, Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Client will encrypt the message. This can occur in a number of cases, for example when sending a secure email:

- To a person outside your organization.
- To a Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Client user inside your organization on a Microsoft Exchange server.
- To a Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Client user inside your organization on a Lotus Notes server but without a Notes key.
- To a person using an SMTP address (acameron@example.com) instead of a Lotus Notes address (CN=Alice Cameron/O=Example Corp).

Lotus Notes Native Encryption enables Notes users to send internal email encrypted to the user’s Notes key. When Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption is configured to use Notes native encryption, confidential information can be sent encrypted to internal users by selecting a checkbox when composing the message. Most Lotus Notes users have a Notes ID within which the encryption key is stored.
If the recipient in the To: field is within the same Domino Domain, the recipient has a personal document in the Domino directory, and Notes native encryption is enabled, Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption allows the email to be sent encrypted using Lotus Notes Native Encryption. If the email address in the To: field is an SMTP address (acameron@example.com) whose address is NOT in the same Notes domain or whose personal document cannot be found in the Domino directory, Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption encrypts the email to your PGP key.

Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption is fully integrated into the Lotus Notes client. It evaluates the security policies for all outgoing Lotus Notes messages and automatically selects the appropriate encryption type whenever a message is sent.

To Sign and/or Encrypt an Email Message

1. Compose the message in Lotus Notes.
2. Select the check boxes for Sign and/or Encrypt in the message’s Delivery Options (if available in the template). If not, choose Delivery Options and under the Security Options section, select the boxes for Sign and/or Encrypt.

Note: These check boxes must be selected each time you want to send an email using Notes native encryption unless the boxes are checked in the Default security options.

3. Send the message.
   - If mail policy is set to encrypt and the email recipient is a Notes user, the message is sent encrypted using Notes native encryption.
   - If mail policy is set to encrypt and the email recipient is an SMTP address, Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption looks up the recipient’s key from the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server and the message is sent encrypted using the Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Client.
   - If mail policy is set to encrypt and the email recipient is an SMTP address and the email recipient is actually an internal Notes user, Lotus Notes tries to resolve the SMTP address to the Lotus Notes address. If successful, the message is then sent using Notes native encryption. If the SMTP address cannot be resolved into a Lotus Notes address, Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption encrypts the message if a PGP key is found.
   - If mail policy is set to sign, Lotus Notes signs the message with your Notes key. No encryption occurs using Lotus Notes or Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption. Note that if the check box to Sign the message is not selected, Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption signs the message using your PGP key.
If mail policy is set to sign, Lotus Notes signs the message with the sender’s Notes key. No encryption occurs using Lotus Notes or Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption. Note that if the box to Sign the message is not selected, Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption signs the message using the sender’s PGP key.

### Using Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption in Microsoft Outlook

Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption encrypts your email messages when you are using Microsoft Outlook 2002 SP3, 2003 (XP) SP3, and 2007 when used with Microsoft Exchange (MAPI) and SMTP email accounts. This feature provides Sign and Encrypt buttons to explicitly sign, encrypt, or sign and encrypt an email message.

Your Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server administrator will have specified if this feature is available and may have disabled this feature by policy.

When enabled in Microsoft Outlook 2002/2003, both buttons appear on the toolbar. When enabled in Microsoft Outlook 2007, both buttons appear on the Message ribbon.

Outgoing email policy determines how the email message is sent. Your Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption Server Administrator will have defined this policy.

The Sign and Encrypt buttons are an additional feature where you have control over which email needs to be encrypted and/or signed. The buttons are not a replacement for the email proxying used in Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption.

**Note:** If you reply to or forward an email message that you want to encrypt and/or sign, be sure to select the appropriate buttons. Fowards or replies are treated as new messages and require you explicitly select the options to secure the message.

Use the following procedure whether you are creating a new email message, or forwarding or replying to an email message.

1. Begin composing your email message.
2. Do one of the following:
   - To sign only, click Sign (签名). Note that when you choose to sign only, the email will be sent in cleartext.
   - To encrypt only, click Encrypt (加密).
   - To sign *and* encrypt, click both Sign and Encrypt (签名 加密).
Tip: If you have selected one or both buttons and then save the email message as a draft, the buttons remain selected when you continue composing the message.

3 Continue composing your email message and send it. The Outlook notifier displays the result of sign and/or encrypt process.

Verifying Encryption Status of Email Messages

When sending email messages in Microsoft Outlook, the Outlook notifier will inform you that the message has been encrypted with the statement "Protector Secured Message."
This section describes how incoming email messages are processed by Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption.
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Viewing Incoming Email Messages

Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption manages incoming mail messages based on the content of the message.

- **Message not encrypted nor signed.** Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption does nothing to the content of these messages; it simply passes the message along to your email client.

- **Message encrypted and/or signed.** Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption first checks if the message is PGP or S/MIME encrypted. If so, Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption decrypts the message. If Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption fails to decrypt it and the message is S/MIME encrypted, Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption passes the message through so that the Lotus Notes client can decrypt it.

If Lotus Protector for Mail Encryption is unable to either decrypt or verify a message, you might want to consider contacting the sender of the message. If the message could not be decrypted, make sure the sender was using your real public key. If the message could not be verified, ask the sender to publish their key on the PGP Global Directory — older PGP versions or other OpenPGP products can access the web version of this directory at PGP Global Directory (https://keyserver.pgp.com), or ask them to send their public key to you directly by email.